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Micro Pulse Lidar (MPL-3)








 Compact and robust lidar system





Maintenance, calibrations and 
evaluation of data, MPL-3
Maintenance
 Temperature control : laser, telescope, detector, location…
 Humidity control
 Cleaning of optics












Sending daily files of Lidar data to MPLNET
Maintenance, calibrations and 
evaluation of data, MPL-3
http://mplnet.gsfc.nasa.gov/dat.htlm
Maintenance, calibrations and 
evaluation of data, Vaisala CL51
Maintenance
 Overall control of the instrument
 Cleaning of optics


















rA = (Welton and Campbell, 2002)
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- Dependence of the AFP on output pulse energy
- Dependence of the AFP on obstacle reflectance
- Effect of AFP correction on MPL background
- Effect of AFP correction on the analysis of aerosol intrusion at high     
altitudes
Dependence of the AFP on output pulse energy
Dependence of the AFP on obstacle reflectance
Effect of AFP correction on MPL background
Effect of AFP correction on the analysis of aerosol intrusion at
high altitudes
AFP(Welton and Campbell;2002)          AOD=0.031+/-0.003 LR=80+/-6sr





New afterpulse (AFP) correction MPL-3
Reprocessing of lidar data series          new algorithm
- Calibrations: darkcurrent, afterpulse, overlap
- Raw signal
- Range corrected signal
- Parameters: temperatures, energy,…
- Signal to noise ratio
- Mapping
Main Results (2/3)
• Inversion algorithm (Fernald 1984; Klett ,1985) “one layer”
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MPL-LAB
- 3 unknowns          
- To solve the problem: 




















Dust (LR= 45-70 sr)
Müller et al.,2007       FT LR=29 sr
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